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Thousands of dollars
and countless hours of prepara-
tion were invested in last Friday's
inauguration, at which well over
1,000 people witnessed the
installation of Dordt's third pres-
Ident. Dr. Carl E. Zylstra.
Student invitations said
that the inauguration would be
"a rare and historic event, since
Dordt College has previously
.installed only two presidents in
its forty-year history."
The presence of dele-
gates frorm over forty learned
societies and institutions of high-
er education marked the signifi-
cance of the occasion. A ceremo-
nial mace, presidential medallion
and banners designed for the
event also contributed to the for-
mality of the occasion.
But there was more to
the event than simply the instal-
lation of a new president. In his
inaugural address, Zylstra
named it "a day to celebrate the
generational faithfulness of our
-Lady Defenders
climb 10 a 12-8 record.
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God," Student lnvttatfons asked
them to "be a part of this cele-
bration of God's continued bless-
ings on Dordt College."
The Installatton centered
on the theme "Living the Vision."
Zylstra expounded on that theme
in his inaugural address, "I hope
you didn't come here today
expecting me to layout my vision
for Dordt College," he said.
"Frankly. I don't have a
vision for Dordt College because
Dordt College already has' a
vision. All I want to do today is
encourage all of us to be sure that
we truly are living that vision. "
Zylstra named
"Covenant Insight for Kingdom
Service" as the words central to
Dordt's Vision. He described the
importance of maintaining and
Itvtng out these foundational
words.
The inaugural steering
committee, made up of faculty,
staff, students and community
members, began preparing for
the inauguration early last
spring. They,planned a wide vari-
ety of details including the recep-
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Neil Graves
Board President Mark Sybesma presents President
Zylstra with the new medallianduring Friday's ceremony.
tion menu. the guest book, and programs from many inaugura-
the order of the ceremony. tion ceremonies and adopted ele-
Dr. Karen De Mol, pro- ments from several of them. they
fessor of music at Dordt. chaired scugat to make this one unique.
the ceremony sub-committee "We wanted the tnaugu-
and wrote the litany used in the ration to express Dordt's focus,
service. She said that while the perspectives, and talents," she
committee members looked at said.
Ironic, isn't it. that the bike fea-
tured in the last Diamond's center
spread on vandalism was stolen the
next day, even though it W2.S locked up?
Emily Schaap, the mountain
bike's owner, says she assumed she'd
never see her bike again; that a Dordt
student wouldn't steal her bike after bike
stealing received so much publicity.
Within that same week, four
other bikes were stolen. Both the Sioux
Center Police and on-campus Investtga-
tors concluded it probably was the work
of an outside ring: people who drove up
late at night, took a bike or two, and
hauled them off to a pawn shop in
Sioux Falls or Sioux City.
But now they're not so sure. "l
guess I'm thinking someone on campus
is doing it now," Taylor said, after three
of thebtkes turned up at Dordt recently.
..It was almost frustrating to
have these bikes turn back up," he said.
KIt's nicer to be able to blame it on
someone outside. To have them turn up
on campus makes me angry and sad to
think that tt's a Dordt student who's
doing these things."
A mountain bike owned by Mike
LeMahieu was stolen the day after
. Schaap's. It was found early this week,
locked up (with his own lock) outside of
East Campus building C. "The only
thing I can think of was that someone
tried to sell it and couldn't," he said.
LeMahieu's first reaction after
finding his bike stolen was to try to stay
up at night and patrol the bike racks
until he caught the thieves, "J was
angry-c-I didn't understand why some-
one would take the time to figure out
my combination and take my bike."
Locks with four number dials
that spin aren't good enough, it seems.
"Students should get heavy duty locks
Speculation and rumors
about Dordt's new presidential
medallion have abounded on
campus since last Friday'S inau-
guration. Here are some Jacts.
The medallion was com ~
missioned by the Board of
Trustees to symbolize the
authority of the president to act
on behalf of ihe college's board
and supporting community.
Former President John B. Hulst
wore a pewter medallion like
those given to retired faculty;
according to board member
Dennis Walstra, the board decid-
ed It was time for an official one.
A cast reproduction of
the Dordt seal with the open Bible
and the cross upon a shield and
the words Soli Ik'O Gloria. the
medallion "will say something
about who the college is," Walstra
says.
The medallion is five
inches in diameter and made of
solid gold. The terms of Dordt
presidents are inscribed on the
back. Walstra would not quote a
price, but dtd say that the
medallion was funded by dona-
tions specified for that purpose.
. ,
Zylstra inaugurated in sophisticated ceremony
I
Vandalism continues to plague campus
by Sonya Jongsma
Features Editor
with a combination padlock. M Taylor
said. Buying a quality lock is
LeMahieu'e advice as well. "Students
shouldn't feel secure just because their
bike is locked-if they don't have a good
lock they better get one."
Getting to the bottom of lhe
bike stealing on campus, according to
Taylor, would mean either catching
those who have been stealing or "getting
it into their heads that it's nol funny
and not appropriate."
"The fad that people are open-
ing locks means that it's more than just
a matter of convenience borrowing.
Maybe it's just a person or group of peo-
ple who think what they're doing is
funny or a challenge, M he said.
"Stealing isn't a prank," Schaap
said. "1don't know if there is a good way
to prevent theft except speaking out
when your property is stolen and letting
people know it's wrong-and not letting
it go unpunished." she said.
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Fighting World Hunger
by Hans Van Ocr Hoek
Staff Reporter
Dr. Martin Price visited
Dordt's campus on OCtober 14
and 15. Price is the Executive
Director of Educational Concerns
for Hunger Organization (ECHO).
ECHO is a non-profit
Christian organization dedicated
to the fight against world hunger.
Their purpose is "... to prepare
God's people for works of service,
so that the body of Christ may be
built up (Ephesians 4: 12),' They
do this through helping out the
ministries of missionaries and
national churches in the third
world.
On the 14th, Price gave a
slide presentation entitled "A
Network for Those Serving the
Third World Church through
Agriculture." Price described
many innovative agricultural
techniques used by ECHO to aid
In the fight against world hunger,
In chapel on the Ifith. his
address was titled "Using Science
to Be a Blessing to the Poor:
Some Ideas that Work." Once
again he Hsted many different
techniques used in assisting
farmers. He also described how
they were strengthening the min-
Janeen Wassink
Dr. Martin Price shares his passion for stamping out
world hunger through science.
istries of missionaries and responsibilities for the farm and
national churches as they assist- seedbank.
ed small farmers and urban gar- Currently, Tim Bootsma. a
deners in the third world. The 1995 graduate of Dordt. is in
backbone of these third-world charge of ECHO's seed bank.
countries is agriculture. Without Five out of the 55 interns have
new techniques which yield food been Dordt graduates.
crops. these areas will never be If this sounds like some-
self-sufficient. thing that interests you. go talk
Interns can spend 15 to some of the Ag professors:
months WithECHOexperiencing they will give you further Infer-
hands-on learning about tropical malion on ECHO.
anculture. Interns have major
"t .
90rdt's new residence hall
Dordt is maktng quite an
effort to help the tenants who
have to "move, Says De Wit.
Plans are definitely under 'People have told us that we have
way for a new residence hall on no obligation to help these peo-
Dordt's campus. The Board of ple, but I think communlly rela-
Trustees approved plans for the lion is important."
building to be completed by The residents have been
August; 1998. 1t will be built on given 9 months notice Instead of
the site -of Sunrise Estates. 'which the, 30 .~'60 days 'notice requtred
Is Dordt-owned properly. by the signed leases. Dordt is
The residence. to be a 000- also working to ensure that new
coojung; cooedfacility. will house sites will be added to another
between 180 and 240 students. It trailer parkin town by next sum-
Win be-a cross between the-small mer. Furthermore. Dordt is offer-
group aspect of Southview and Ing up to $500 In cost-share
the "ccmmunrty aspect 'of North ffnanctalaid:
and.EastHell. It will also bea The new residence hall pre-
welcomerehef to the houstng crt- sents some exerting: possibilities.
sis of the past year., In terms of layout. Curtis Taylor
"M_pt'0ffuna.tely,more. foe>rri comlllents••~e~()n 'twant just. a
r0I'p()n1t$t~gents means thatTx-' straj~~V:·~~llway_••..VIe .\VaIlt to
of the trailers In Sunrise Estates break up architecturally the
will have to relocate before June. design a little bit." In this plan,
1997. Two weeks ago. President fifteen rooms might function as a
g,:Yl~Jr~'Mr.Bernie Oe'\YiS..Md Witlg,:_~th:s¢'Veci1,toom$-sharlng
Mr, Dennis .Walstra met wtth a lounge and a bathroom.
trailer park restdents to inform Of course. the building wtll
them qfthe plims. . be red brlck. but like SouthVIew,. several tenants are tinder, It .,will be more aesthetically
stan<Jahly Upset: "IDordtl should pleasing than' East Campus. The
supply us a new place to live.-or new hall wtll face west and east
If we find. a place.. they;.;Bhould In order· to·elimlnate the.cl.llllate
pay.l6r·.·the..hOo.k"ups~,··says one control problems of ·Southvlew
woman. On the whole. however. wtth it>; north-south exposure.
residents have been understand- Butldlng of the facl11tywill begin
ing·and cooperative. June, 1997.
by tee-Ann Grootenboer
Staff Writer
Parents witness varied aspects of college life
by Susan Vander Meer
Staff' Reporter
Another weekend has passed... but this was not
just any weekend. It was Parents Weekend at Dordt
College. For many of us. going off to college again this
September meant getting away from them. But believe it
or not. deep down we all want to see our parents every
now and then. This weekend was the perfect opportunity
to do that.
They started aniving as early as Thursday and
departed, as late as Monday morning. after a weekend
filledwith activities.Many parents were pleased to attend
the Inauguration ofDr. Carl E. Zylstra. an event that they
would not usually have the chance to be part of. While
joining him in the reception that followed.the numerous
parents had a chance to meet old friends and new
acquaintances.
The evening was filledwith various events such
as the Fall Music Festival, ComedyLeague. and a hockey
game.
Saturday, too. was packed with activities for all
ages. There were children's activities, a President's
Brunch. a round robin volleyball tournament. soccer
games and two productions of the Madwoman oj Chaillot
Theyalso had various opportunities to fellowshipwith cof-
fee and ice cream socials.
For the majority of the students, seeing their par-
ents was excitingbut at times a cause to be nervous. The
---' parents left satisfied with the events that took place this
weekend. "My parents liked it" was the response from
almost all the students.
But they had other comments about the entire
weekend too. 'I could hardly find a place to park! I've
never seen so many parents all at one time!"There were
other minor complicattons as well.As one freshman com-
mented, "I'm so used to being independent... and then my
mom came and tried-to tell me what to do!"For all those
homesick students, this was a great chance to catch up
on the latest news from their hometowns and their fami-
lies.
For others it was a chance to meet the parents of
their girlfriendsor boyfriends. "It was kinda weird.. .Iwas
nenrous. Itwas hard to be myself,"said one boyfriendwho
chose to remain nameless. Another, who also wished to
remain unidentified. said, "They were really. really nice
people!"after being nudged by his grrlfrtend.
The hockey team shared in this moment. too. as
many of their parents
attended the game. "I was a
little nervous" said Richvyn.
whose parents' attended the
exciting game on Friday
night. ~Iliked having them
there to see me play again.
We played well. . .it was
rougher than we were used
to. We didn't want to leave
that impression with them,
though.'
Those involved in
the play satd that they were
too busy. "I've barely seen
my parents all weekend
because I've been so busy!
But I'm glad they could come
and see it." After receiving a
standing ovation. many castJ::n';'Wassink
members went out to fmallYThe new president, Dr. Zylstra, shows up members of Comedy
spend some time wtth their League during Friday night's performance for the parents.
visiting families.
The Fall Music Festival was extrememly enter-
taining as well.The audience was undoubtedly filledwith
the weekend visitors. Jodi Tucker, a member of the
Chorale, said. "It was great having them there. They come
to all my concerts, but it was still great."
Overall,the students were happy to see their par-
ents around to witness various aspects ofcollegelife.Even
those peoplewhose parents were not able to make it this
time received benefits--extended open hours (for those
who have to complywith those rules). freedom from pos-
sible parental embarrassment and of course. better food
in the Commons,~.,.,........-..._-~-
1-
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Taking the GRE:
How to decide your future in 3.5 hours
by Sarah Bouma
Staff Reporter
Planning to go to graduate
school? Great idea. I'm all for it.
Well. every idea has its "Yes.
. .but. ... " problems, and your
dreams of attending some big
institution as a graduate student
have those as well.
Were you aware that before
you can even apply for graduate
schools you have to take a test
that will bring all those horrible
memories of the ACT and SAT
tests flooding back? It's true. I
experienced it first-hand. I'm a
survivor of the ORE (or Graduate
Record Examination).
Saturday. Oct. 12, at the
unheard of hour of 6:30 am, I
headed out with the other test-
takers to Sioux City's Briar Cliff
...College to be tested on what I've
learned in college. OUT caravan
. of fOUT cars was not the only
convoy making the trtp: I'm sure
there were many who bravely
ventured out alone.
We were tested for a total of
three and a half hours with a 15
minute break after the first hour
and a half. The questions tested
our verbal, quantitative, and
analytical abilities.
For someone who has not
taken math since junior year in
high school, trying to figure out
algebra questions with fractions
involved is likely to bring on a
nervous breakdown. The three
engineering majors I rode with
weren't much help in those
areas. laughing at my inability to
figure out the area of a cylinder.
Thanks a lot, guys.
If grad school was in your
future the last time you thought
about it, then you'd better look
into taking the GRE sometime.
Some graduate schools do not
require it, but most do and each
has its own criteria for admis-
sion.
It used to be that all gradu-
ate school hopefuls worldwide
would head to the nearest test-
ing center on the official testing
days.
Now that we are well into
the age of computers we find
ourselves with an additional
option. There is now a comput-
er-based test you can take that
will spit out that fated score to
you while-you-wait. What conve-
nience.
I opted to take the written
test and can expect my results in
the mail Nov. 22. giving me lots
of time to prepare for the bad
news, Iguess.
So. if you see me after Nov.
22 you can ask me if I'm still
planning on grad school. The
scores wtll decide that one, I
guess.
Commons tradition still strong
by Sonya Jongsma
Features Editor
Complaining about the food
at the Commons is almost as
much of a tradition at Dordt
College as getting engaged before
graduation. This year is no excep-
tion.
While these complaints have
at least some mertt in the minds of
many. a few small positive changes
have been made recently.
Jim Calkhoven. head of
Canie Foods worked last year with
a subcommittee of the Student
Forum to address some of stu-
dents' concerns. A few changes
were implemented for the 96-97
school year.
This year. students who know
they won't be able to make It to
lunch can sign up for a "standing
sack lunch" or late plate instead of
signing for it one day in advance
every time it's needed.
Breakfast hours have been
expanded, adding 15 minutes to
the time hot breakfast is available,
Ice cream cones are also available,
although they may not be for long
if students continue to throw them '
on sidewalks and d9WP the middle
of the North Hall stairway.
Calkhoven gets frustrated
y
sometimes. 'We decided to add ice
cream cones because people want-
ed them and we figure they'd steal
less ice cream dishes." he said.
"Now people are telling me they're
making too much of a messpus so
I might have to stop putting them
out-then students will blame
me."
Working within a limited bud-
get and offering students the best
value he can is something
Calkhoven strfves for. One change
students should expect to see soon
is a spice rack for those who find
theIr food a little too bland.
However, there is a concern that it
might "disappear" like many uten-
sils. plates and glasses do from the
Corrunons. If it does. the spice rack
will be no more.
In a meeting yesterday with
the Student Forum food sub com-
mittee, Calkhoven and Vice
President for Business Affairs
Bernie DeWit discussed structural
changes they hope to make in the
corrunons.
None of the changes will take
place ih the next year or two. since
Dordt would rather not do a "band-
aid job." The college would prefer .
to do a good job of renovations
when the funds are available.
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PALS Party:
Students gathered with their PALS in a Sioux Center home on Oct. 15 to deco-
rate purnpkins and roast marsh mellows. The PALS program pairs Dordt stu-
dent volunteers with children from the community.
Inauguration
'What were your tmpresstons of the tnagurauon Ceremony?
Cheryl Busker
Sophomore
South Holland. IL
Otto Jelsma
Sophomore
Leeuwarden. Holland
MI like how Dr. Zylstra
kept referring to
KingdomService in his
speech. J also liked the
medallion. lttllustrated
the importance of
accepting the job of
president."
"It's not really enter-
taining, but a formality.
Zylstra had already been
acting as president, but
this [ceremony]was
something that had to be
done. But it was still
inlcrsting to see."
Suzie Isenor
Senior
Eden Prairie, MN
Matt Jacobsen
Senior
Geneva, NE
"I thought the ceremo-
ny was pretty good--it
had the right level of
formality and
sophtsttcatton. And the
food was great. I really
liked the food.~
..It was the first time I'd
been to an
inauguration--J really
didn't know what to
expect. The scepter was
mol. The-food
afterwards was
really good, too."
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Attention all hoodlums:
Stop messing with our rep
If you've checked your
e-mail lately, you Will discover that
a couple of computers and a printer
are -rmsstng'' [rom the faculty office
complex.
Also. although I don't know
the whole story of the Hockey Rink
Debacle. I have learned that the
rudeness and bad behavior of some
of the Dordt students at past hock-
ey games may have contributed to
the Sioux City rink manager's deci-
sion to bar Dordt for the rest of the
season.
What kind of message do
these actions send to the town. to
other colleges, and to Dordt's sup-
porters? That this schooUs full of
hoodlums? I know that's not true.
I'm sure the hoodlum population on
campus is a very small minority.
But they're still present.
Now. no one's perfect, of
course. Students tell little white lies
about how far they are on their
papers. and steal salt shakers from
the commons, and gossip about the
latest engagements and breakups -
While sin is sin, high-profile
sin always seems worse somehow,
Let him wtthout sin be the first one
to throw a stone, but I wony about
how these few "hoodlums" affect
Dordt's rep.
We're a Christian college
and we're supposed to be "an exam-
ple" to the rest of the world-salt
and lIght of the earth and all that.
But now what makes us different
from any other college or university?
Some theology classes and a
chapel?
It should be more than that.
And for the most part, it is more
than that. No. we're never going to
be some great utopia, but couldn't
we start with some common decen-
cy and respect for other people's
stuff? I don't want to sound like a
mom, but hey, you hoodlums,
knock it off. You're making the rest
of us look bad.
Bikes
stolen.
Hallways
andal-
Ized.
Computers
and prtnt-
jers miss-
-ing.
Violence.
PillagIng.Mayhem.
Is this the Inner-cIty of
some huge metropolis? No. It is our
own beloved campus. And although
I'm exaggerating with the violence,
ptllegmg. and mayhem. the "crime
rate" on campus seems to be higher
now than ever before.
In the three days after the
last issue came out with the feature
on bike stealing, at least three more
blkes-e-expenslve ones this time-
were stolen, and at least one of
those bikes had lis lock picked. At
Dordt College. you don't have to
lock your car, but you'd better lock
your bike-and even then there are
no guarantees.
At Dordt College, you prob-
ably won't get attacked, but your
dorm room could easily become a
victim of vandalism. And Profs, bet-
ter lock your doors because expen-
sive electrical equipment has a ten-
dency to walk away.
Bike stealing on campus
has almost become cliche. We're
tired of hearing about it, but it
doesn't stop. It doesn't even slow
down. And it's not even like people
are just "borrowing" bikes to ride
across campus, but they're especial-
ly making off With the expensive
ones-and picking the locks to get
to them. One bike theft victim found
his bike locked up somewhere else
on campus-by his own lock. I
guess there is no honor among bike
thieves. either.
What once were harmless
Buffalo Runs have escalated into
gross and destructive "pranks." And
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by Sarah Bllas. Sarah Downa,
Stephanie Brown. Charity Lopez,
Paula Treick and Joleen Voogt
Colwnnlst.
Hog stolen. You know the black market demand
for those things.
Steph: No. I don't. I left my medallian catalog at
home. Don't get me wrong, I felt honored to be
there, but the ceremony Just made the presi-
dent out to be almost untouchable, like royalty.
Students don't want a kipg, they want a repre-
sentative,
Jo: IJust hope students are taking advantage 0
this opportunity to truly welcome Zylstra and
his family. Imean, you don't have to roll out the
purple carpet or anything-Just invite them
over for dinner or something. How 'bout a little
mac & cheese?
Steph: That's a good idea. Jo. They don't have
peer counselors for new presidents. Maybe we
could take him bowling or invite him along next
time we go to Ernie November's. Give him a
taste of college life.
Jo: Sure. If you see President, Zylstra walking
around. don't beshy: shake'his hand, give him
a tootsie roll, tell him he's doing a good job.
Seriously, I think we students tend to take
things like this for granted. We are the
President's first consistory and I think it's bur
responsibIlity to let him know that he's wel-
come.
Bouma: We should consider ourselves lucky to
even be here for this event. I mean. the next
time we will probably be old and grey-just fin-
ished paying off our student loans. Idoubt we'll
be able to zip over to Sioux Center and witness
the festivities again.
Paula: It reminded me a bit of the Olympics,
with the medals and the Olympic torch. But the
Olympics do happen far more often. I guess the
point was that it was a ceremony, something to
be remembered and treasured. Every country is
proud of its athletes. and Dordt is proud of its
three presidents.
Steph: True. Long live the President.
Charity: K-bye.
•
I
Steph: Ok. like you dIdn't know this was com-
ing, but what about all that Presidential
Inauguration ttit?
Jo: First and foremost, those fancy-dancy pro-
grams seemed way out of Dordt's budget . . .
what's going on? Imean, as nice as they were
and everything. . . .
Bouma: I guess tt's an Important event for
Dordt's history; it reminded me more of a coro-
nation though. The 'reception food was great. I
wonder if Zylstra even got a chance to sample
that stuff or If people kepi hIm busy shaking
hands.
8tcph: I was very impressed, but was all that
hoopla really necessary? Come on-a medal-
han, a sceptor? It was like some medeiva1 ritu-
al, not a welcome. I'd be scared to death if they
pulled that stuff on mel The poor guy was like
a deer caught In headlights. That's not realis-
tic-it's kinda like when they spiff up the
Commons for visitors. Sure they pull out the
fatted calf-then they give him an offlcewtthout
a window.
Jo: I don't think you have anything to wony
about, Steph. But Ihear ya; if it was me I'd give
him a fruit basket or buy him a Wimpy Burger
at the snack bar. Take him out on the town. It
was cool of the guys to get him in Comedy
League; he was a riot. Maybe he'll keep making
guest appearances.
Blister: I was at Comedy League, and during
object freeze, someone made a joke about an
object being the presidential medallion. He did
this little victory sign. It was neat that he was
so excited about being President of Dordt.
Bouma: Can you imagine what that medallion
must have cost? Former president Hulst was
probably glad to see it go. I'd worry about it get-
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FREE PRESS: A Letter to Zylstra
by Doug Hausken
Columnist
Dear Dr. Zylstra.
On behalf of the students, I
want to congratulate you on your
inauguration. It seems to me that
we, the students and soon-to-be
alumni, have not had much con-
tact with you (except for the
much-enjoyed comedy league
appearance) and were not a sig-
nificant part of the inauguration
ceremony on Friday. And
because of this I feel that OUT
voice has not been heard con-
cerning what we expect from OUT
new president.
It ts pertinent for me to lay
out what I think Dordt students
expect from the new president. I
. know Jhat you will not make all
the decisions about these issues,
but your leadership will influ-
ence all decisions in some way.
My first concern regards the
academics of this Christian tnsu-
tution of higher learning. I do
"believe that the education stu- .
.dents receive here IS very good.
Bu t things can always be
improved, and I appeal to you to
push for continuous advance-
ments.
One of these improvements
is the addition of more gifted and
passionate professors to work
with those we already have.
These men and women should be
currently active in their fields
and. at the same time. have a
distinctly reformed-Chnsttan
(not necessarily < Christian
Reformed) approach.
Students' educations
can also be improved by more
hands-on experience and by
improving our relationship with
other institutions. These institu-
tions may include other colleges.
universities, seminaries, mission
organizations and corporations. I
hope that Dordt's relationship
with these other institutions will
continually improve so that the
quality of Dordt'e education, and
thereby our reputation. will
improve as well.
Your. Inaugural address
demonstrated that you have kept
in mind the principles upon
which Dordt College was founded
and that you realize the impor-
tance of continually building
upon them. But I do not think
the importance of students to
this purpose .was adequetly
stressed. One of Dordt's primary
goals is to make men and women
ready to serve God. working for
the advancement of the'
Kingdom. And so we, the stu-
dents. past, present and future,
need to be taken into account in
all of the dectstons made can ~
. cerning Dordt College.
Imust voice a concern that
other students and I have about
two .internal relationships: that
of the constituency with the
institution and that of the Board
of Trustees. with the students.
One of your responsibil1ties
as president is to strengthen the
relationship that the institution
has with its constituency. Iknow
that this is often a difficult Job
and that it is important to have a
strong basis of support from
them, so a lot of decisions are
made to keep them satisfied.
But sometimes Dordt will
have to make decisions that may
make the constituents unhappy.
We are called by God to be obedi-
ent, not secure or content; that
often means that we are to be
lovingly radical.
These radical decisions do
not have to come about in quick,
revolutionary ways, but they
must change in proportion to
new revelation, insights, and cul-
ture. Ihope that you will encour-
age trust to develop both ways in
the relationship between the
institution and its constituents.
The second relationship I
am concerned about is between
the Board and the students. I
have never been encouraged to
speak to Board members about
my concerns.. I never even knew
who they were until I saw the
. names printed in the inaugural
booklet. And I have never heard
an inkling of interest from them
in current students.
It also seems that we never
know about decisions they make
until after the fact-like the gold
medallion which became a part
of the presidential ensemble this
year. .
AU of "this shows me one
thing-that the Board of
Trustees does not care about the
students of Dordt College. and it
cares even less about their opin-
ions. Who knows if the Board is
even interested in the opinions of
the professors whose task it is to
educate us? I believe that this is
one very important relationship
that you must help to improve.
Please help to brid/le the gap
between the Board and the stu-
dents, ~.
I hope that this has helped
you to realize some of the expec-
tations that we have of you as
president. -
- These are not "demands from
an angry student. but issues that
I believe you need to work at as
'Our president. I know that you
will work hard to improve this
place. 'and I thank you for taking
up the difficult task. May Go"
bless you in your work!
Sincerely and IN CHRIST,
the students
To the Editor:
Some Assembly Required
,~ ·::-y=?· : ~<.
~~I"'ri\W NEWS
by seth Koerner
"This is the scene at Dordt College, where disaster has broken out,
since the abolishing of Freshman curfew last Monday night."
by cUrk zwart
Communist
competruon,
Have we become lazy in our
zest for education? Do we limit
our social interaction and social
involvement to those just in Sioux
Center? You cannot expect to go
through life always interacting
with the same few thousand peo-
ple (even if you only talk to or
know a hundred of them).
Interaction is a good thing. There
are, not too many jobs that allow
you to be silent.
As for the education aspect,
being an education student, I
don't think you can gain experi-
ence by sticking to .one forty acre
piece of land. Do not get' me
wrong. I think Dordt has made
great leaps "and bounds since I
began three years ago. But my
experience cannot limit itself to a
physical space. I have heard some
students and starr refer to Sioux
County as a great big retirement
home.
It would be very easy t.o slip
into this mode of life. Life in New
York City is probably no more
painful, but the things 'you deal
with will be undisputably differ-
ent.
Hence my observation: do
not be afraid to step out and meet
people that are only eight miles'
away. I'm sure there are cool peo-
ple there too. We do not need to
coexist, but through collaboration
you will come away with more
experience or insight than you
had before.
Northwestern is not a bad
place; it is unfamiliar because you
have not been there enough. Do
not fall into retirement mode and
.take things as they come at you,
Apathy, my friend. is a dom-
inat gene. Mutate.
Eight miles southeast of
Dordt College lies a little town
. called Orange City. In that lIIt1e
town -ltee a college called
Northwestern, It is filled with
about as many people as our col-
lege. but we do not not know
'much about them, WeBmaybe the
homecoming basketball game
brings a few to campus. I wonder
why there 15not more interaction
between us.
This thought came back to
me after attending the
Presidential inauguration .and
healing Northwestern's president
speak.. It was followed closely by
our mayor applauding our efforts
The day after the in the "Progress through
Cooperation" ideals of Sioux
Diamond feature about theft on Center. It is understandable that
camous, my bike was stolen. Dordt needs to work. with the
Walking to class that morning. I community it is in. but why can
noticed my bike was gone. I we not work with the acedemic
thought it was locked securely in community that is so close by?
the Southview rack. I was obvt- Understandably we cannot
ously mistaken. My initial r~ac~ go to their campus and just use
tion was one of disbelief. . what we want as ifwe were tuition
I reported the theft to paying students, and they cannot
Curtis Taylor and the Sioux ?O so .h~re either. However. m?re
Center police. thinking I would mterac.ti~m would be good. I thmk
never see my bike again. But a adverustng campus events at
Northwestern would. be a good
few days .later, my mom spotted thing. They have movies-we have
my bike m front of West Hall. I movies, they have dances-we
can only assume th.at it. was a have dances. they have band and
Dordt student who dld thts. choir events-we have band and
I was 'relieved to get .my choir events, they have drama-
bike back, but also a bit disap- we have drama (however. they
pointing. rIO not sure what the don't have Comedy Leauge),
answer is to stopping theft on If it is a matter of school
campus, but it's hard to know pride, get over it.We need to cross
where to start when Dordt stu- territortal boundaries and leave
dents are doing the stealing. our flags at home when we go to
-Emily Schaap another Institution we need a
spirit of friendly parllclpation. not
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nels?
For me, the Presidential
debate was both interesting and
annoying at the same time. Both
candidates were often trying to
promise the same things and
take credit for the same things.
all while each politely tried to
show that he is the better man.
At least once, they both referred
to the same economic indicator
to support their opposite views
on the U.S. economy.
Conveniently. Clinton and Dole
each had a very different number
to prove his position. Now. who is
telling the truth?
This is one of the main rea-
sons that I am disillusioned with
£his campaign. Both candidates
appear as thou~h they are telling
the. truth. but carefully chosen
facts can support Just about any
position. I, am more' inclined to
believe one candidate than the
other. hut the majority of voters
appear to take what they hear at
face value.
When people continue to
believe increasingly outrageous
statements. I wonder about the
future of the political process. At
home in the state ofWashtngton.
I have witnessed intelligent peo-
ple In the mass media and the
general population holding politi-
cians accountable for what they
say and do. This gives me hope. I
do not see this on the national
level. With two weeks left. I have
little choice but to trust provi-
dence with the outcome and
hope things will improve later.
Election '96: Apathy, disillusi
Dordt's own political sagespeaks out on this year's race
on the evils of conservatism? place where it will have some
Does it make you want to volun- impact.
teer many hours OfyOUT time and Especially ironic is that this
convert people to the cause? criticism is coming from a college
Last year. Iwould have said campus. From what I have
the following to anyone who gave heard. institutions of higher
me apathetic answers to poHtical learning have traditionally been
questions: What do you mean, hotbeds of political acUvl.tY,
you don't really feel too strongly However, to repeat a favorite
about the upcoming election? complaint, the bulk of the Dordt
Are you nuts? There is more to student body seems to exist in a
this world than this little CRC political vacuum. But, onwards,
enclave in Northwest Iowa! You The two Presidential candi-
are going to graduate into the dates each have over $60 mil-
real world, realize that the lion-provided by you. the tax-
government can affect yoqr payer-to spend on their cam-
life, and then YOU'll be sorry palgns. and their respective par-
you didn't get involved in the ties will sink millions more-pro-
elections.. vided by corporations who
But that was last year. This. attract your money-into sup-
year I am disillusioned and dis- porting efforts, However, neither
appointed. But before my left- campaign seems to be doingany-
leaning professors say "I told you thing conetructrve with this
so, n let me explain, money,
First of all, although Iowa Team Dole appears to be
has more than its share of liber- treading water. unable to create
als and Democrats, Dordt anything that people might get
College is located in predomi- enthusiastic about. The Clinton
nately Republican Sioux County. campaign, although more effec-
Not a whole lot can be done live, appears to be going on the
about that. Enough said. idea that the more conservative
However, I drtve down Main the President sounds. the better
Street and see that some locals he wIll do in the polls. Highly
are still trying to sway the subjective translation: Clinton is
remaining resident Democrats by lying!
putting out yard signs! While I Before someone decides to
applaud the political efforts of defend Clinton's motives. if not"
anyone, however meager, I won- his integrity. I'd like to spend a
der about the effectiveness of little more time on the subject of
this token effort. . truth. Did anyone see the
People who are really con- debates-that's the Presidential
cerned about the political future and Vice-Presidential ones-on
of their nation might actually Tv. or have. people started to pro-
want to take their activism some- gJ?-rn C-SPAN out of their chan-
by Kevin Maas
Staff Writer
It's election time again.
Presidential elections even. No, I
don't mean Dr. Zylstra. Elections
for the President of the United
States (Canadians stop reading-
herel. To get In the spirit of the
season, . let's start with some
name associations.
Bob Dole. Does that name
get you excited or angry? Does it
make you want to throw yourself
into the presidential campaign?
Bill Clinton. Does that name
fill you with disgust. or does it
bring on a professorly monologue
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nment and civic participation
Students voice opinions about the upcoming presidential election
byJenni Vos
Staff Writer
Dordt students hold a wtde range of
views on the upcoming election.
The following responses to questions
about the upcoming Presidential election
highlight some of the attitudes that exist
in the political climate here at Dordt.
Response l'fumber One: My family's
always been Republtcan.
Rebecca Boon. a freshman secretart-
-al science major from Hancock. Mtnn.. is
not yet registered to vote, but is planning
to do so soon. She hasn't looked closely
at the candidates, but wtll probably vote
Republican, "Because," she says. "that's
what my parents have always done."
Tricla verver. a sophomore educa-
tion major from California, will also vote
for Republican candidate Bob Dole sim-
ply because he is Republican.
Response Number Two: l'1l pick the
lesser of the evils.
Erika Rozeboom, a Junior psycholo-
gy major from Chandler, Minn., said, "It's
hard when your choices are bad and
worse." She's planning to vote for Dole
because Clinton made her mad when he
vetoed the partial birth abortion blll. A
candidate's position on abortion is
important to Rozeboom. She admires
Dole's running mate Jack Kemp because
he takes a firm pro-Ilfe stance.
Lisa Tebben, a junior biology major
from Sioux Center, is bucking family tra-
dition to vote for Clinton. She explains,
"As far as candidates go, he's the best
choice. I dislike him the least. ..
For Tebben, the environment is a
high political prtortty. She Is especially
pleased with Vice President AI Gore,
because he is "ecologically minded."
Joel vos, a political science major
from Newton, Iowa, echoes the complaint
about lack of choice. Although he
respects Dole's running mate Jack
Kemp, he is considering voting for a can-
didate from a minor party, other than
Ross Perot. Vos said, "Dole has no
vision, Clinton has no integrity, I'm look-
ing for vision and honesty," He believes
that if we fail to take part in the govern-
mental process, it's hypocritical to criti-
cize it down the road.
Response Nwnber Three: I don't care.
.. Many Dordt students couldn't care
less about the upcoming election. They
are not registered to vote because it is a
hassle to get an absentee ballot from
their home districts, they are unsure of
how to register here. or don't want to be
involved in the political process.
Response Nwnber Four: I'm still weigh-
ing the issues.
For Micah Schreurs, a senior history
major from Sioux Center, deciding which
candidate to vote for this year has been a
struggle, SChreurs spent last semester on
the American Studies Program in
weshtngton D.C. His experiences there
have made a difference in how he thinks
about the election.
In analyzing candidates for the
upcoming election, Schreurs is looking at
their positions on varied issues such as
welfare, immigration and the role and
scope of government. He feels that the
government ought to "look past middle-
class centrist values" and take a respon-
sfbtltty for helping people.
Response Nwnber Five: I'll vote for Dole.
Charissa Kamps, a senior biology
major from Scottsdale, Ariz.Z, is "95%
sure" she's going to vote for Dole. Kamps
is basing her decision on the televised ,
national conventions, She was more
impressed with t.he attitudes and policies
of the Republican party.
Karen Scholten, a senior accounting
major from Ripon, Calif., doesn't seem to
feel any of the tension that some other
st.udents felt about the lack of a candi-
date who represented what they believed.
She said, "I think the two party system
represents me okay." She likes what Doie
stands for.
Profs encourage students to approach politics from a Christian perspective
not varied too widely
from one year to the
other.
King thinks that the
main issues that moti-
vate Dordt students
politically are abortion,
economic issues and
environmen tal problems.
Both King and
Professor Fred Van
Oeest, the newest mem-
ber of Dordt's Political
Science department. and
King belleve that, while
there are several stu-
den ts who are active and _
well-informed, the major-
ity of Dordt students are
not as concerned or
interested as they should
be,
Professor Van Geest
says he attrtbutes this
lack of interest to the
curren t public dissatis-
faction wtth the candi-
dates.
This dissatisfaction,
he belleves, couid stem
from the fact that candi-
dates from both parUes
seem to no longer stick
to the Issues that they
have promised to pro-
mote, Instead, they often
take stances on issues
based on the position
they believe wtIl get the
highest approval ratings
In the polls.
It seems that even
though many people,
including Dordt students-
and the nation as a
whole, do know how they
will vote, they are not
very satisfied With their
party's choices for candt-
dacy.
Also, students are
impatient: with the dis-
honesty, lies and twists
on the truth that seem to
be an Inevitable part of
political campaigns. As a
result, many students
display a lack of interest
in elections and even
political science. This
attitude of disinterest
and distrust exists not
only on Dordt'e campus,
but throughout the entire
nation,
So where does this
leave Christians In this
crazy world of politics?
Many people wonder
what the Christian way
to think or vote is.
Both King and Van
Geest agree that two dif-
ferent people can have a
Christian perspective on
politics and be members
of opposing parties.
·We want people to
approach pollUcs from a
Christian perspeetlve
/lrst, putting aside per:
sona! Ojllnlons and then'
.deddlng on ;> political
party.' Van Geest said.
Neil Graves
Professors Don King and newcomer Fred Van Geest make up
the entire Political Science department at Dordt College
sion in American SOCiety.
Some people may
try to stay out of the way
of the candidates and
refuse to get involved
while others wtll donate
all of their free time to a
certain cause.
To get a look at
Dordt's own poltttcal cli-
mate and views on the
upcoDdng e1ectlon. we
asked DonIt·s Political
SClence·profe ........ about·
what they see on cam-
pus.
Professor Donald
King, a member of the
Political Science depart-
ment for fourteen years,
has not seen a whole lot
of change In students'
attitudes towards poll tics
over the years,
The number of stu- .
dents Involved In elec-
tions. primaries and
other political events has -
by David SChaap
Staff Writer
October means the
World series. Halloween/
Reformation Day and
brtnging out your Winter
clothes, But every four
years. lttakes on. a new
meaning: an upcoming
presidential election.
PolItics becomes even
more of a topic of discus- .
1::::::::::=::,··· ~~' I
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From the Muddy
Banks of the Wishkah:
by Sean Voogt
Art Critic
. What is there to say about the mighty band .
Nirvana that hasn't already been said? Kurt is
dead and !Ve are done crying. I hope. Almost two
and a half years after Cobatn'e death. the
remaining members of Nirvana have decided to
release a live disc entitled, From the Muddy
Banks of the Wishkah.
The disc is good. The songs have been well
. chosen by Krist Novoselic and Dave Grahl and it
is very well produced. The liner notes are vel)'
nicely written. explaining the feeling and setting
behind every choice.
The CD is compiled" from of all the stuff
that we have heard before but it is ALWAYS bet-
'ter live. The album includes such radio-friendly
hits as "Smells like Teen Spirit .. and "Heart-
Shaped Box."
But it 'also has 'some, ah. let's say. not so
radio-friendly gems. A wild version of "Scentless
Apprentice" pretty much puts the icing on the
01' cake.
But oldies such as a 1989 recording of
. "Polly" and an intense Paramount Theatre (one of
Seattle's Live sweet spots) performance of "Breed"
should not be looked over.
The "Intro" Is klnda goofy. Kurtle Is Just.
screaming ... like I don't hear that In the songs
enough. But most of the performances sound at
least close to on key-raspy as they may be.
To end this brief review, I would like to touch
on the song "Negative Creep: a lighthearted ditty
about being a well ... urn, negative creep.
Anywho. . . You should all come to a Big,
Wheel Envy show and see James Van Dyk belt It
out. Always the last tune, and always entertain-
ing.
111is has been another music moment with
Sean "I-like,to-thlnk-I-know-what-I-am-talklt;lg-
about" Voogt.
IIIRVANA
•
gus and robb
review a play
T-heMadwoman
ot ChaiHot
Dordt's fall pr~d~ction" -.:The
Madwoman of Chaillot, Is underway.
Friday's performance was given a stand-
ing ovation by parents who attended as
part of Their Weekend ["Their Weekend"
Joke provided by Gus). Gus and I had dff-
feriilg Views .on tpe play and this is our
private forum to vent our praise and frus-
trations. Gus didn't like the end.' I
thought the end could use work. But walt,
there's more. And here it is:
Robb: What did you think of the playas a
whole [not hole)?
Gus: Urn...
Robb( From I to 10 perhaps.
Gua: 6.
Robb: That's harsh. I thought more along
the lines of, oh, say 8,
.Gua: I giV<:'it a 6 exclusively because of
Inching towards truth
, by Jon deHaan
stidf Writer
•
Thurston Moore of the Sonic
Youth "metntatnlsl that chaos Is
the future and beyond It Is free-
dom/ confusion is next and after
that Is the truth: If he's Sorrect.
and I most definitely believe that
he is, the 13th of October took
Dordt College a step closer to an
ultimate musical reality.
DEWBACK Is the first band
at Dordt to challenge many stu-
dents' sheep-like and' closed-mind-
ed musical tastes. DEWBACK Jon I. punctuates the
reacts to sellouts like U2, Alanis "notsecore." chanting heroic
Monisette and Pantera, the retard- names and voicing his emotions,
not only through words, but also
ed tendencies of country music through sounds that echo and
and countless pop stars who pol- enhance Robb's theramin. D
lute music collections. It uses non-
traditional instruments to texture SPACEMAN runs sound 'for the
band. Working fast to meet timeits music, adding to the chaos of d
sonic emotions which set it apart. , requirements, . depen ing on
Robb V. contributes much of venue, he, highlights sounds and
DEWBACK's radical sound with a changes its texture as he sees fit.
While DEWBACK's show
theramin-a 90 year old electronic behind the library will probably be
device whose tones correspond to its last outdoor show before spring,
the amount of light which hits It be sure to catch lis possible SUB
(shown above). A pitch bender lets performance in the future-a defl-
Robb create staccato bursts of nit < tnt by whl h te rererence po c 0
sound or endless rising and falling Judge all other music. A few closed-
tones. minded music professors decided
Jon d. Is DEWBACK's gur- that DEWBACK wasn't worth their
tartst. forcing fuzzy warbles and tlme: show them up-open your
grumbles out of his amp, James V. mind to a different form of musical
seems to be at war with his bass; expression and support these (and
even breakmg.stnngs'to give DEW- other] inspired musicians. .
BACK an energetic low end.
.:::':,.:'::::.::::.:"",.,:, .",.:,:,:~
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Coffeehouse creates
serene atmosphere
by Anna Young
Staff Reporter
students filled the building.
Most who attended needed a
break from studies and stress.
Finding lhe mellowed almo-
sphere of the coffeehouse
more appealing than wriggling
dorms. most
came just long
enough to listen
to some sooth-
ing music. sip
some incredible
coffee, and talk
to a few friends.
It probably
wasn't the best
coffeehouse I
have ever been
to. but It proba-
bly wasn't the
WOTst. either.
Despite a few
minor discords
in the music, it went off with-
out a hitch and served its pur-
pose ~ a relaxing evening to let
go of some of those 'I'm so
busy' blues.
Smooth and silky. the Ila-
vored coffee tumbled over my
tongue and down my throat.
The conta-
g lou s
warmth
seeped into
my belly and -
a quiet sigh
escaped my
lungs as I
leaned back
In the soft
sofas located
In the, Dordt
SUB lounge,
The
dimmed
lights and
the visiting
folk singers created an
extremely welcome atmo-
sphere of calm during the cof-
~ feehouse on October 12.
It was no major social
gathering. No throng of college
Despite a few minor
discords in the
music, it went off
without a hitch and
served its purpose -
a relaxing evening to
let go of some of
those 'I'm so bUSY'
blues.
Pall Music
Festival
by Paula Treick
Staff Writer..
If you were able to find a seat in the
lower level of the 8. J. Haan Auditorium
last Friday. you were one of the fortu-
nate. Dordt's annual Fall Music Festival
rounded up herds of parents. students,
faculty, and members of the community.
Also present were many delegates and
dignitaries visiting the campus for
Friday afternoon's inaugaration.
Directed by Dr. Henry Duttrnan,
the Concert Band and Chamber
Orchestra played selections such as
"The King of Love My Shephard Is" by
Alfred Reed and "The Best of the
Beatles" by Custer.
Kantorei, . Concert Choir. and
Chorale. directed by Professor Ben
Kornelis. sang separately and as a com-
bined choir. Concert Choir's "The
Uncertainty of lhe Poet" by Cary John
Franklin charmed the audience with
lyrics such as "Bananas of a poeU/Am I
fond?Am Ivery? /Poet bananas! lam,"
from the poem by Wendy Cope.
As a celebration of the Inaugara-
lion, the Fall Music Festival was also a
celebration of the talents of hundreds of
Dordt students.
...c---'" .r:::=- =.1
r [variety of Clothing for MEN and WO~EN I]
CLOTHING CELLAR I:
The Factory Outlet II
ICheck out our:
·Oenium
Ikirtl;
339Yz N.Main,
Sioux Center, IA
722-1346 ,I., -cs
, •• ;; , "Champion &
, ". Adidallockl; i h
, I! Ilj ~ :r-Nice selection of Flannels and Henley Therfll.~I~.~. ~_~__J LI
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Pizza & Pasta Buffet
i
Monday Nights
All-you-can-eat
Pizza, Pasta, Garlic Bread, and Salad
Free Pop
--
The Pizza Ranch
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Defenders coming together on soccer field
, .
"
Cold. wet weather did not dampen the Defenders'
spirit in last Thursday's effort against Briar Cliff.
While the weather was cool. Dordt came out hot and
blanked the Chargers 2-0. Venant again found the net
twice for the game's only goals. Erek Van' Riessen
helped the Defenders' cause with an assist.
Saturday's game against Martin Luther was one
of many events taken in by the multitude of families at
Dordt for Parent's Weekend. Dordt came out on top
again. Van Riessen and Micah Schreur's provided the
assists to Memmelaar and Hendricks as they found
the net to lift the Defenders to yet another 2-0 Victory.
The remainder of the season consists of four
games, including two NAlA playoff matches. The
Defenders' next home game is Friday, November I,
against Wartburg .. Thts will be your last chance to
take in the men's soccer team at home this season, so
make the besf'of it.
by Jesse Groen
Sports Writee
The men's soccer season is slowly winding to a
close. Four games remain in the Defender season.
Since last report the team has played four games,
showing a record of 3-1. The squad's record thus far
on the season is nine wins, three losses and two ties.
On the ntnth of October. Westmar came to town
determined to' take down the home team. Westmar
scored one goal en route to the win.
The next match for the Defenders WG:.S again on
their home field, this time against the University of
Sioux Falls. Dordt used an even scoring attack and ah
excellent defensive effort to stop the Cougars 6-1. The
Defenders lived up to their name, allowing only 2 shots
on goal.
Sophomore Willy Venant led the scoring parade
with two goals and also added an assist. Fel!ow sopho-
more Jon Pelster, junior Erek Van Riessen, and
seniors Mark Memmelaar and Keith Hendricks each
chipped in goals as well. Hendricks, Lev! Faber and
Troy Ten Napel contributed assists.
[right] Matt Hekman shows Dordt's ball •
control in the 2-0 win over Martin Luther. ~
'"z
Dordt cross country
teams come up big~
by Amy Ruter
, Sports Writer
," The; Oordt Collcl\e
D~fender~:s~psscount:ry}eapi,~
had an excellent day to run on
saturday. Oct. 12. at the USD
Illvilational. Despite having
runners missing who were -tak-
ing their GRE·s.bolh teams did
"'fIie'1lely well, .
Themen came away wtth.a
,s~cond, place .Itntsh. just':sjx
points behind Sioux Falls. the
~1.1t~ent~()nference ,champs,
~reshIl1an ...Jeff .Summerhays
ran verywell; being ed~ed by
;~~IY;'f.)fle..unattached .runner' in
alime of 25:05,
Other' strong .Ilntshes 'were
given byjjon Vander Kooy. 4th.
Peter Simmons. ath, Travis
Anderson.il Oth and Erie Vander
Kooy. 19th. Adam Blankespoor
came in 22nd. (,,!lowedby Scott
De weerd, 23rd and Todd
Schemper; 25th.
Coach ·Ross Goheen says
that Dakota State is the favored
team in the men's races, but he
says he "Isn't counttng the guys
out. ..
As for the women.csopho-
more Becky VanDe Griend ran
[or first place,her first collegiate
Win. and led the Lady Defenders
tl) Victory in 18:42. Senior
Sonya Jongsma. recently bat·
tling health problems. also ran
well in herfirs't 5K race this sea-
son Witha tIme of 18:55.
The LadyDefenders landed
several players in the low dou-
ble digits. Cara De Wit took
LOth, while Heidi Vanden Hoek
landedct Lth. .Sabrtna Vander
Wilt. Cathy Palmer. Julie
HUizenga and Aprtl Meuzelaar
were In places 14-17.
Last year's team leader.
All-American Sarah Plutm. sat
out the meet due to back prob-
lems ...Dordt's women collected
just' 38 points compared to
Morningside's 46, Sioux Falls
with 54. and USDwith 86,
The Defenders were on the
road again DeL 19 to the Mount
Marty Invitational. Conditions
were windy and a comfortable
.50 degress. Dordt took on some
stiff competition. facing several
Division II and NAJA ranked
teams.
The men finished tn 7th
place while the women took Sth.
Showing Improvement are Todd
Schemper. Scott De Weerd and
Jon Vander Kooy tn addition to
Summerhays, Simmons and
Anderson. The women's team
again ran without Plutm. Coach
Goheen is pleased, however,
with how the other members
have stepped up to help fill the
·holes.
Next on the schedule for·
the Defenders is a Trick~Or~
Treat Fun Race this Saturday
and the conference meet the fol-
lOWingweekend in Rapid. City.
SD. Keep up the good work.
Dordll
Lady Defenders push for playoffs
by Becky De Vries
Sports Writer
The Lady Defenders are
speeding through the soccer
season and have a record of 6-
4. The team is standing in third
or fourth place depending on
the Jamestown game on Friday.
The other schools in the
NAJA. Great Plains Region are
Westmar, Mary, Sioux Falls and
Jamestown. Out of the five
teams, four make it to the
finals.
On October 12 the squad
played an important game
against Sioux Falls. The
Defenders were up to the chal-
lenge and pulled it all together
for a win. Dordt acquired 20 N raves
shots on net. five of which Heather Williams burns a Martin Luther opponent.
slipped past the keeper.
Captain Krista Krikke
racked up two of those goals
assisted by Terri Jansma and
keeper Lisa Pool. Captain Krikke
also launched a flawless cross to
set up Heather Williams who fin-
ished it off.
Shannon Melissen's hip got
in on the action to psych out the
goalie and put another point on
the board. Mellssen's hip was
assisted by Erin Staal.
The final Lady Defender
goal was a dual Jansma effort
with Sheila knocking in the goal
and Terri assisting.
Pool had 12 saves, letting in
a meager two shots to keep the
game at 5·2' for the Lady
Defenders.
During a practice earlier
last week, Pool dislocated her ed by the Martin Luther defense.
thumb on the goal post while The older Jansma put the
diving for a ball (way to go Dan). finishing touches on the game
She hopes to be back in net by with the final goal.
Friday. Kelli Holwerda has been Holwerda, in her first com-
filling in for Pool. plete game as keeper for the
Last Saturday Dordt over- Defenders, totalled 13 saves to
whelmed Martin Luther With 28 keep the game at 6-0.
shots on net and six goals. Jeanie Elgersma is
Captain KIikke claims three of impressd with her team's perfor-
those with assists from Dutch. mance so far. "Our first varsity
and one from each of the season is progressing well. they
Jansmas. are coming together and getting
Kim Walhout helped out the stronger."
Lady Defenders with her first The Lady Defenders host
goal of the season. Jamestown Friday at 4:00 in the
The most climactic part of last home game of the season.
the game involved Heather Vah' Saturday Dordt plays at
Dorp's first goal in a soccer game, 'Nebraska Wesleyan.
ever. She went in unassisted
from half completely uncontest-
by James De Boer
Sports Editor
Never ones to back down from
a good challenge, the women's vol-
leyball team played at
Northwestern two weeks ago before
hosting a tough tournament last
weekend. The Lady Defenders also
played at Div. II Wayne State last
night. SandWiched between those
games were a couple of conference
matchups.
Northwestern 3, Dordt 2
Dordt had the pleasure of
playing in the finale to
Northwestern's homecoming cere-
monies. The Raiders had sustained
a pair of tough losses during the
previous week, adding a little more
incentive.
Northwestern held the early
lead in game one, before Dordt
exploded to an 11-5 advantage.
The Raiders tried to come back,
but the Lady Defenders held on for
the IS-9 win.
Game two was all Dcrdt. as
the women Jumped out to a 6-0
lead. It was basically coasting from
there, as the Lady Defenders
skJpped to a IS-7 win.
The home team responded by
building up an 11-5 lead in game
three. Dordt trimmed the lead to
two points at 13-11, but
Northwestern was there to shut
the door, IS-II.
Raider freshman Krista
Biermann came alive and showed
her potential for Northwestern in
game four. Enough said: the Red
Raiders took the game 15-1.
Dordt fell behind early in the
rally point game five. The Lady
Defenders finally pulled within
two, 13-11. After a Raider point,
Dordt put in two more to pull with-
in one, 14-13. But Northwestern
answered With a single point,
pulling off the win. IS-13.
Kristi Hofland shored up the
offense with 17 kills. Janna
Bouma tallied 13 kills, while Mindy
Boogerd popped in II. Setter Kim
Van Kley managed only 47 assists,
I
averaging under ten a
game. Alissa
Beckering had the
team high In blocks >
with five.
Dordt 3. Dakota
Wesleyan 0
The SDIC sent
the Lady Tigers to
Sioux Center to show
how the conference
has improved. Dordt's
women showed they
were still the big
cheese sticks in the
loop, winning 3-0. \
. Scores were 15-
12. IS-12and IS-II.
Dordt Tournament
This year's tour-
ney was no cake walk,
as four of the five Janeen Wassink
learns playing either Middle hitter Kristi Hofland tips the
were or had been ball as the entire crowd looks on
~~lnthe~'f25in •
the nation. sian next fell on game records
Dordt met up with Briar Cliff amongst the tying teams. Peru
first, the only team never ranked. State was 3-2, as the Lady Bobcats
The Lady Chargers continue to claimed first place. Dordt was 3-3,
improve through the year, but were good for second place. Hastings
not up to the Dordt challenge, as had a 2-3 game record for third.
the Lady Defenders won 15-6 and Hofland and Boogerd were
17-IS. both named to th;" All-Tourney
The Lady Broncos from Team. The senior middle hitter led
Hastings were up to the challenge, Dordt with 51 kills in the four
however, as they shocked Dordt matches. Boogerd had team highs
15-7,9-15 and 15-12. with 86 serve receptions and 59
The Lady Defenders had to dtgs. She also pounded in 28 kJHs.
turn around and pl~y Peru State, Bouma was second on the
and promptly dropped game one team with 45 kills. Beckering was
15-6. Dordt regrouped in game two a presence at the net, racking up
and won 15-12 and then cruised 17 blocks. Breaking through was
though game three 15-5 for the setter Kim Van Kley. She piled up
Win. 149 assists in the tourney, ave rag-
Northwestern was the tour- rng just under 15 assists per game.
ney-capper for Dordt, as the two Dordt 3. Dakota State 0
teams locked horns for the fourth The Lady Defenders played
time this year. Came one was Dakota State Monday night. It was
close, with Dordt pulling out the a SDIC match, but it wasn't much
16-14 win. The Lady Defenders of a contest, as Dordt slaughtered
cremated NorthwesternIn the sec- the Lady T's 15-2, 15-6 and 15-3.
ond game, Jumping out to a 12-0 Hofland was. flawless, ham-
lead, winning 15-4. mertng away with 15 kills in 21
Dordt ended the tpurney in a spike attempts. Van Kley racked
three-way tie for the top spot at 3- up 41 assists for the night.
1. To decide the winner, the deci- continued on page 12
1996-97Men's Varsity Basketball Roster
Mike Fischer S'9" So
Nathan Schelhaas 5'11 W Sr
Brad Veenstra 6'3" Jr
Troy Van Essen 6'3" Jr
Jason Nikkel 6'2" Sr
Kevin Van Donge 6'2" So
Mike Fransman 6'2" So
Randy Oostra 6'5" Fr
Ross Bouma 6'2" Jr
Tracy Winkle 6'4" Sr
Matt Fynaardt 6'4" Sr
Dan Howerzyl 6'5" Jr
Chris Smit 6'9" Jr
Chris Huyser 67" Sr
Wiebe Vander Hoek 6'10". So
[right) Faking the defense, Chris Smit
puts up an uncontested shot attempt.
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Volleyball women smoking B ades get off to
fast 3-0-1 start
by Martin Dam
Hockey Guy
back up 2-1. which Is how
the first ended. In the sec-
ond, Ben Saarloos put us up
The 1996-97 hockey sea- 3-1 before USD put In a pair,
son has officially arrived, tying things up after two.
and early indications are The momentum of the
that it's been worth waiting game totally shifted Dordt's
for. The Blades started their way about four minutes into
season strong, going 3~O-1 the third. Saarloos put
in their first 4 games. Dordt up 4-3 after a scram-
On the October 11 they ble In front of the net. and
were in far away Ames, Iowa, Bekkering scered one for the
playing the Iowa State JV high-light reel 21 seconds
team. They started off later, going through three
strong, pulling ahead 3-0 in USD playees before beaiing
the fiest period and held on the goalie on the glove side.
to win S-4. Most notable in Jon Mooy, Anthony
that game were Jay Visser, Minderhoud and Izzy
who collected his first hat Huygen also scored that
trick, and Mark Bekkertng, period. gIving us an 8-3 win.
who recorded 3 assists. Also Saturday, Dordt totally
scoring were Ben Saarloos dominated, Winning 6-0 on
and Nate Critters. goals by Nate Glitters, with
Saturday the Blades carne 2, as well as Wubs, Saarloos,
out sluggish. falling behind Jeff Vandermeer and Travis
3-1 and giving up two short- Anderson. 11Iis game was
handed goals. But they not as close as the score
came out fiying in the sec- indicated, marred repeatedly
ond, pulling ahead 4-3. by goon-like tactics on the
Unfortunately, another lapse part of USD. The Blades
on the power-play led to showed considerable poise,
another short-handed goal doing their best to stay out
In the third, and the game of fignts and play hockey.
ended in a 4-4 tie. Jeremy This coming weekend. the
Hendrickson played a very Blades will have their official
strong physical game, and home opener against the
was rewarded with a pair of University of Iowa. Because
goals, and Rich Vyn con- of the long travel ahead for
tributed pair assists. Also ~ the Hawkeyes, the Friday
scoring were Izzy Huygen game wIll be at 9,30, and the
and Bekkering. Saturday game at 2:00. 111e
The Iowa State games following weekend, the
proved to be a valuable University of Northern Iowa
warm-up for this past week- will come to Worthington;
end, when the Blades trav- game times are 7:30 and
elled to Sioux City to take on 4:00. The Blades would like
t the University of South to thank everyone who carne
Dakota Coyotes. Friday to Sioux City to cheer them
night the Blades came out on, and especially thank the
strong, scoring first when die-hards who came all the
Bekkering deflected Mark way to Ames last weekend.
Negtegaal's point shot for a Your support is very appreci-
1-0 lead. After USD tied It ated. and the guys hope to
up. Jeff Wubs put Dordt see you again next weekend.
Midnight Madness, Baby!!
As if anybody could beat the
drama of last year's Carrie Foods
Shootout, Midnight Madness saw the
rebirth of the fan-pleasing halftime
contest. About SOOpeople watched the
first practice of the men's basketball
team at midnight following Friday,
Oct. 11. Justin Van Meeteren, a
sophomore from Western Christian,
made about that many new friends as
he banked In a half court shot for 250
bucks.
Following an introduction of play-
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by James De Boer
Sports Editor
ers at halftime. fans were treated to a
dunk contest. The freshman class
showed some talent as newcomer Neal
Brenneman claimed the honor of best
slam.
Coach Greg Van Soelen and
assistant Wes Fopma each took a team
of players and let them run wild in a
40-minute scrimmage. Spectators got
an early taste of the upbeat, balanced
play they'll see in the 1996-97 season.
The first game of the new year will be
Saturday, Nov. 16, when the
Defenders travel to Orange City to take
on everyone's favorite, the
Northwestern Red Raiders.
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Hind's Sight: blocks. Bouma and Van Kleyeach dropped in three serving
aces. Boogerd totaled a whop-
ping 49 service receptions.
Dordt Just received word on
an MRI evaluating Alissa Van't
. Hul's torn ACL. The torn knee
ligament is the only damage.
leaving a slight possibility that
Van't Hul might return to action
this year, The freshman will try
to practice again in about three
weeks and her status will be re-
evaluated then. However, off-sea-
son surgery will be required.
The Lady Defenders' record
ups to 25-8 overall, as well as 5-
o in the SDle. Their next game
isn't until next Thursday, when
the women travel to Le Mars to
play Westmar. On Friday, Nov. 1,
the varsity squad heads to
Huron to play the Lady Tribe,
Women'. VB from poge 11Aggies watch cows for money
Dordt 3, Wayne Statel
The Lady Defenders trav-
elled to Wayne, Nebraska, last
night to take on Dtv. 11Wayne
State.
Dordt fell behind 10-0 In
game one before exploding to
win, 15-13. The women fell
behind in game two as welt and
couldn't come all the way back,
losing 15-10.
In the third game, the two
teams fought evenly until Dordt
popped in three unanswered for
the 15-12 win. The Lady
Defenders had Wayne State's
number by game four, rocking to
a 15-6 win.
Bouma pounded out 16
kills to lead Dordt, with Hofland
lust behind with 15, Van Kley
collected 47 assists.
Ang Vas, Beckering and
Hofland each finished with five
they'd stay
clean.
All of
the work was
done in shifts at
the fair-
grounds.Willem
Van
Nieuwenhuyzen
explained his
strategy, MWe
tried to catch
the [poop] as
soon as possi-
ble, so they
wouldn't sit
down and get all
dirty." Brian
Crusan watched
with Van
Nieuwenhuyzen from lO:OOPM-
6:00AM Thursday night. He said,
the hardest part was tying to
keep awake at 4:00 in the morn-
ing."
A couple nights were quVe
eventful. Jeff Steen dam
expleined how a cow got loose
and had to be wrestled to the
ground by Joel Wiersma. Crusan
also explained, "Thts one cow got
his hoof stuck in the halter and
started- kicking another cow in
the head, When It flnally got free
and stopped, the other cow was
lying on the ground-it looked
dead, so we were all slapping it to
see If it was alive. We almost got
the hired hand, but the cow got
up-it must have "been in shock
or something!"
Mitwas a close call nonethe-
less!" added Van
Nieuwenhuyzen. "The best feel-
ing was seeing all those nice
black and white cows at the end
of the evening!"
The money raised will go in
the general fund of the Ag Club,
which is used to cover special
events, including Ag Day.
"Manure happens." said
Hans Vander Hoek. And it's a
good thing for the Ag Club that It
does.
sarah Nlel.'Wsma
Ag students earn money for the club
by watching and washing show cows,
by Sarah Nieuwsma
Staff Writer
The Ag Club raised money
last week by washing and watch-
ing cows. The cows were washed
throughout the week for an auc-
tion on Fiday, so they needed 24
hour supervision to ensure
Remember, send all your Letters to
the Editor to:
, -
The Diamond
DC 116
We are waiting to hear from you!
•
Courses Offered
DutchLanguageand
Literature
DutchArt andArchitecture
DutchCultureand Society
History of the Low Countries
Mass Media
StudioArt
Individual Studies
For further information contact:
Or. K.J. Boot, Director"
Netharlandic-SPICE
DordtCollege
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
E-maii:kboot@dordt.edu
Call collect (712)722-6263
Deadline: November 1, 1996
Janeen Wassink
Acorn Pickers: The Roommate Game:
The Dordt art gallery is now featuring the
exhibit "Acorn Pickers" by Tom Becker, This exhib-
it includes 24 photographs that Becker shot during
some 01 his many visils to the Acorn Supply
Company, where "old time musicians" wouid gath-
er every Saturcay throughout the year,
This exhib~ runs through November 27.
Roommates from East Campus and Southview
recently competed for the $60 prize. They answered a
variety of quesjtons, such as "whigh 01 your roommates
would be most likely to do something crazy, like joining a
nudist colony?"
JuniorsYodi Drosla.nd Yvonne Vaags (not pic-
tured) WOD.the piizelorA3.
